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The Urban Sustainable Development (USD) project responds to a higher educational need with long-
time implications for cooperation between Finland and China. USD builds on an existing cooperation 
agreement and first experiences, and is based on the expertise available at Aalto University (AU) and 
Tongji University (TU). Combining our forces in USD will create meaningful sustainable answers to 
global urban challenges, focusing on setting up new course formats for collaboration and co-design, 
engaging with the local community, urban planners and policy makers. 
Meaningful and tangible sustainable methods and tools for urban design and planning will add great 
value with regard the earlier initiatives. Both AU and TU have sustainability as a strategic priority and 
commit to realize USD. The introduction and research of sustainable planning and design methods, as 
well as novel teaching methods will be the united drivers for this collaboration. The educational need 
USD responds to, is in the field of urbanism and concerns the development of cutting-edge 
conceptualizations and multidisciplinary understanding of meaningful sustainable urban development 
for our global growing society. 
Based on achieved knowledge from initial joint teaching experiments in 2018 and 2019 and with 
respect to the existing strategic goals set by the AU governance, the USD will establish joint teaching 
activities on Master level and coordinated curriculum development on PhD level at both universities. 
The three cross-cutting approaches AU endorses are “solutions for sustainability”, “radical creativity”, 
and “entrepreneurial mindset”. 
The main aims of USD are consequently threefold: 1) to introduce students to a holistic, systemic 
understanding of sustainable urban development; 2) to make them aware of the richness 
multidisciplinarity brings to design thinking as a type of radical knowledge creation; 3) and, to get 
them interested in R&D in private-public enterprises, as alternative career paths. 
Last but not least, the USD project aims at: a) supporting the international success of USP by 
developing its sustainability strategic goal and strengthening the strategic collaboration with TU; b) 
instigating an internationally visible competence center with strong societal effect on the sustainable 
urban development in Finland and abroad; c) and, putting to test emerging methods for education in 
the era of digitalization. 
Ultimately, our long-term aim commencing USD is to propose strategies for the upcoming questions: 
A) How can we train future urbanists to create new methods for international collaboration  
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prioritizing global and local sustainability? B) How can we foster sustainability by integrating 
knowledge areas from the field of computer science and robotics into urban development? C) How 
can we translate local Nordic and Chinese experience into drivers for resilient and sustainable 
design? 
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